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’Jazz-Man
Shearing
Due at SJS
Homecoming queen Judy Allen holds the trophy that will be presented to the winner of the lath Annual Turkey Trot. The event
is scheduled for 12:30 p.m. tomorrow. Besides the trophy, the
%%inner will be awarded the turkey, shimn at right, and a kiss
from Miss Allen, shown at left. spartafoto by Have Batchelor

Rugged Rules
Govern ’Trot’
Turkey Trot runners will conform to a stringent set of rules when
tomorrow’s Trot takes place.
All novice participants will toe the mark at Seventh and San
Carlos Streets with competing trackmen, strung some distance behind.
Every contestant must report to. the clerk of the course by 12:10
p.m. or he will not be registered as a legal entry.
The time limit has been set at 25 minutes. The finishers in this
+time will determine which organization wins the participation trophy. Also, the last man to finish
the 3.3 mile course in the allotted
time will be presented with a dozen eggs, the annual booby prize.

Campus TV
To Feature
’Beat’ Talk

Closed circuit TV will present
its first continuous broadcast
schedule tomorrow, with nine live
television productions and two
filmed shows being beamed to SJS
students at various 1ocations on
campus.
Included on the schedule will
be a discussion of the "Beat
Generation" by Dr. Arturo B.
Faille, professor of philosophy,
who recently was denied, by
the college administration the
opportunity to engage Erie (Big
Daddy) Nord in a discussion of
the "Beat" philosophy.
The program will begin at 4
p.m. and include Bob Kauth, Lyke
magazine editor and J. P. van Ettinger, Lyke photographer, who
recently conducted the Nord interview featured in Lyke. Doug Coleman will moderate. The program
will include sample readings of
"Beat" poetry by Carolyn Reed,
Clyde Phillips, Judy Blaisdell and
Wallace Lansford.
Shows may be viewed at:
C11358 from 2:30 to 5 p.m.; C11226 and C11234 from 3 to 3:30
p.m.: CI1164, TI113, T1125. TI139,
ED133, EDI35,
ED55,
C11165 and CH337 from 3 to
4:30 p.m.; Speech and Drama
Building 1.ibrary, 2:30 to 8 p.m.
and Speech and Drama Studio
Theater from 4:30 to 3 p.m.
Dr. Clarence E. Flick, associate
professor of drama, is head ad%iser and coordinator of all functions. Production details are being
advised by Willard M. West drama instructor, personnel adviser is
Frank T. McCann. assistant professor of drama and John W.
Westfall, coordinator of TV services, is in charge of technical problems.

Trot entrants will be vying
for a trophy in the one-twothree place positions. There will
be two novice trophies to the
first two that finish under this
category. The winner of this
event will receive a large turkey and the runners-up a (luck
and chicken.
In the fraternity relay race, the
Greek organizations will compete
for the first three place positions
and perepetual trophy, which goes
to the winner of the relay event.
This cup remains with the fraternity as long as they continue to
win each year. If won three consecutive times, the trophy is their
property for permanent keeping.

Pianist George Shearing and
his popular jazz quintet have
signed to play a concert at San
Jose State.
The internationally famed musicians will perform in Morris
Dailey Auditorium, March 8,
Doug Dennis, ASB entertainment chairman announced Friday.
Dennis completed negotiations
for the night concert through
Shearing’s agent, Lou Robin,
Thursday night.
TICKET PRICES
Tickets will be priced at $1.50
for reserved seats and $1.25 general admission. "We’re presenting the concert at near cost,"
Dennis admitted.
The first 15 rows will be set
aside for reserved seats. Seating capacity of Morris Dailey
Auditorium is 1100. "If ttitre’s
enough interest, we’ll run two
shows the same night," Dennis
said.
"BID TIME" SHOW
Shearing’s appearance marks
the first "big time" entertainment at SJS in two years, the
entertainment chairman said.
"If this show goes over, there’s
no stopping us. We possibly can
have either the Kingston Trio
or Four Freshmen here in May.
It all depends on this first one."
A "Back to School Jazz Concert" next September also was
mentioned by Dennis as a possibility.

Spartan Y To Study
Minority Groups

A committee to investigate the
status of minority groups on
campus will be formed at 4:30 today at Spartan Y, 205 S. Ninth
St.
Persons interested in working
on a project in areas of social action are invited to attend the
meeting, at which there also will
DOLLS PRESENT AWARDS
be a report on the nuclear testHomecoming Queen Judy Allen ing program.
and attendants Helen Barker,
Sheila O’Brien, La Donna Shulz
and Ziska Baum will be on hand
to congratulate the victors in the
Pi Lambda, honor fraternity for
events and present the awards.
women in education and related
Handicaps for track runners ap- fields, held its fall coffee hour
pear in today’s sports page. All Nov. 13. Honored guest was Dr.
handicaps are worked out by Gladys Coryell Graham, education
Coach Bud Winter, Spartan track library head at UCLA.
mentor.
The organization’s next meet ’Mg will be Dec. 11.

Pi Lambda Meets

0.1. Club Will Meet
Repretentatives of the armed
services medical corps will speak
to members of the Occupational
Therapy Club on recruitment in
the services tonight at 7:30 in
CH164.
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Dietetics Speaker
An army representative will address members of the Dietetics
Club this afternoon at 4:30 in
Room 35 of the Home Economics
Building.

Construction on Campus
Continues per Schedule
By BOB PETERSON
Construction of four major projects as a part of the San Jose
State College expansion program,
which will add $23,152,340 in
building and equipment to the enlarging campus over the next
three years, is on schedule, according to Executive Dean C.
Grant Burton,
MORE PLANNED
The four projects, in the form
of the Industrial Arts Building,
Health Building, Art Building and
Faculty Office Building, are but a
part of the highlights of construction this year.
Work on six housing units and
a Student Activities Building is
expected to be started soon. Dr.
Burton added that the above
named structures were funded by
the 1957 legislature when $15 million was appropriated to SJS.
Funded by the 1958 legislature,
in the form of $13 million and

Money and how to obtain it will
be the main topics for today’s
class meetings:,
FRESHMAN
Spartan Baby, official newspaper of the Freshman Class
distributed on campus for the first
time last week, will be reviewed,
according to Joan Peterson, editor.
Reports on the Friday aftergame dance will be made by Paul
Lewis, class president, at today’s
meeting in TH55 at 3:30.
SOPHOMORES
Sophomores will plan ways to
finance the Soph-Frosh mixer
scheduled for Dec. 5.
Interested students may sign up
for mixer committees at the
meeting, according to Skip Fisher,
chairman.
The meeting will be in S210 at
3:30 p.m.
JUNIORS
Evening coffee sales will be
discussed by chairman, Carol
Young. Coffee is sold by the Junior Class Monday through Thursday by the north door of Centennial Hall between 8:15 and 8:45
p.m.
Money-making ideas for the
Junior Prom will be received by
Deanne Bennett, Prom chairman.
Juolors will meet in S112 at
3:30 p.m.
SENIORS
Seniors will hold their class
meeting in TH155 at 3:30 p.m. to
discuss the Senior Ball and other
senior activities, according to Jack
Wise, publicity chairman.

LOCAL JOURNALISTS IN SAN DIEGO

Attending the 49th Annual National Crinsention
of Sigma Delta Chi, men’s professional Journalistic fraternity in San Diego are (I. to r. Phil
Geiger. Bob Knuth, Bill Knonies, Anthony Tara Yells, James S. Copley, sionsention general chair -

presently in the "working drawing" stage are the Engineering
Building addition, Music Building
addition, Speech and Drama Building addition, Library addition, remodeling of the old Industrial Arts
Building, remodeling of the old
Art Wing and construction of an
Aeronautics Building.
The Engineering Building addition, with cost estimated at
$6.74.1,000 exclusive of equipment, will be the biggest single
item.
Construction of the two-story
Industrial Arts Building to be located at Ninth and San Fernando
streets with a total area of 111,310 square feet, is budgeted at
$3,130,300. Completion date is listed as early 1960. Dr. Burton stated that the four-story Health
Building, located at Ninth and
San Carlos streets, with a total
area of 43,108 square feet, is budgeted at $1,349,300. It is expected

to be completed by Fall of next
year. It will include a college
health clinic and nursing and occupational therapy instruction departments.
The three-story Art Building,
located on Ninth street behind the
Music Building, with a total area
of 85,315 square feet is budgeted
at $1,996.000. The two-story Faculty Office Building, located between the Aeronautics and Educational wing, and with a total area
of 16,720 square feet, is budgeted
at $441,300. Dr. Burton hopes it
will be ready for occupancy by
next June.
Expected to begin before
Christmas is construction of six
housing units, which will mark
the first state-owned dormitories at 5.15, According to Dr.
Burton, construction sites are
bounded by San Salvador and
San Carlos streets on the north
and south, and Seventh and

Classes Talk Industry Leaders
Money Ideas Campus

Placement Corner

The Placement Office announced Friday that the following firms will visit the campus
for job interviiws:
Union Oil Co., today;laccounting; California Radiation Labstory, Dec. 2, electrical, electronic engineers, chemistry, psysics; U.S. Department of Justice, Dec. 3, business administration and police; Arthur Anderson Co.. Dec. 5; accounting;
Alameda County Probation Department. Dec. 12, sociology find
social science.
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man; John Curry (hidden) and Spartan Daily
Editor John Salamida. Copley is president and
iblisher of The Copley Press, Inc.
photo by San Diego Evening Tribune

Chest Drive
Visit Completed

Campus and county merged for a while Friday evening as more
than 100 officials and representatives of the San Jose area’s booming industries and businesses were given an intimate look at SJS’
campus on "Salute to Industry Day."
Pre. and Mrs. John T. Wahlquist were hosts to the group at a
6 p.m. dinner at the Cafeteria and at the SJS-Iowa State football
game at Spartan Stadium.
In a short after -dinner speech, President Wahlquist urged greater
reciprocity between the college and Santa Clara County industries.
PRAISES LEADERS
He praised the industrial leaders for their contributions to the
college and told the guests and their wives that "colleges and universities make significant contributions to American business and
Industry in terms of the manpower they train, the research they
conduct, and the demand for consumer goods they create in all who
enroll in their courses."
Dr. Wahlquist expressed the opinion that San Jose State is not
yet making as great a contribution to industry as It might. He urged
the businesses and industries to bring their problems to the college ...
"we will be only too glad to rrtatch engineer and scientist to your
problem," he said.
ENROLLMENT, VALUE SOAR
Describing the growth of the college, Dr. Wahlquist said that
its enrollment had increased almost 190 per cent since MO. there
has been a 222 per cent increase in faculty since 1952, and the value
of the physical plant has increased from eight to 21 million dollars
in the same period. When buildings under construction or financed
are completed, the college plant will be worth fifty million dollars,
he reported.
-Together, we share the leadership of the life in this community,"
the president said .....In the years ahead, may San Jose State College
and industry work more closely together; that is my wish for the
future."
-

SJS Organizations
Will Devote Week
To Religion-in-life

Tenth streets on the east and
west.
Coed dormitories will be between Seventh and Eighth streets.
Houses for the men will be located between Ninth and Tenth
streets.
Three dormitories will
house 600 men students and three
will be a home for 600 coeds.
BRICK STRUCTURES
Each dormitory will be threestory reinforced brick structures
with 100 double study bedrooms.
Dr. Burton added that the dormitories wal cost an estimated $5.160,000 with a total area of 229,152 gross square feet.
Dr. Burton stated that college
planning for the next five years
Includes multi -story parking structures, large Science and Business
Buildings, addition to Women’s
Gym, addition to Health Building.
vertical addition to the Faculty
Office Building, and an addition to
the college cafeteria.

The campus Chest Drive may be
termed "succraful." according to
Gary Ressa. chairman Community Service Committee. Final results will be known today.
The drive, held Nov. 1741,
designed to combine campaigns of neveral charities Into
one all -campus collection. Tb
program was managed by the
Community tiers-ice Committee.
WiS

The committee will decide which
organizations will receive the money and the percentages. Last
year’s beneficiaries were Hungarian Relief, Cancer Assn., Community Chest, Heart Assn.. Red Cross
and World University Service.
Fund-raising activities Included
the Faculty Auction, Nov. 19,
sponsored by Blue Key; classroom
solicitations. Nov. 20, made by
Spartan Shields and ROTC members, and sorority -fraternity luncheon and dinner exchanges held
during the drive.
"The freshmen have done um
excellent job with collections in
the Cafeteria," stated Miss Margaret Harper, Community Servile
Committee adviser.

Aidooh
Baha’l Club, discussion, T1153,
MONDAY
College Christian Fellowship, 11 30 a m.
meeting, Student Union, 9 p.m.
Cumoralt Club, meeting. College
Hillel, Thanksgiving dinne r.
Chapel, 8 p.m.
Spartan Y, 6:30 p.m.
Tau Delta Phi, meeting, Tower,
0. T. Club, meeting, CH164, 7:30
7:30 p.m.
Pni
TUESDAY
Alpha (’hi-Phi Sigma, exchange
Alpha Chi house.
Alpha Phi Omega, Turkey Trot
Men’s Gym, 12:30 p.m
City Panhellenic, general meeting. ("hi ()mega house. 8 pm
Entomology Club, Mee? inc. S237,
A bowleqqed
1.34) p.m.
banister polisher,
Gamma Phl Beta -Delta Upsilon,
working at full speed,
exchange, both houses. 4-5 Pm
can polish
International Relations Club,
324,5621/4 banisters
meeting, C.H135, 7 p.m,
in 6 months.
Public Relations Committee.
That’s the same
meeting. C11231, 3:30 p.m.
amount of time you
Ski Club, meeting: 5112. 7 pm
can have to pay
Spartan Shields, meeting
at R A. Your ma
CH338, 7 pm,
card opens your
Spartan Spears, meeting, B2,.
charge account.
7 p.m.
Theta Xi, Cinderella candidates
dinner, Theta Xi house, 5:30-7

Religion-in -Life Week, an an
nual event featuring classroom
speakers, panel discussions and
chapel services, opens Sunday at
7 p.m with a banquet at St. Paul’s
Methodist Church, 605 S. Second
St.
Speakers will be the Rev. Father Eugene Boyle of San Francisco.
Rabbi Gerald Raiskin of San Mateo and Bishop Sumner Walters
of the San Joaquin Missionary
District Episcopal I.
Banquet guests include Pres
John T. Wahlquist and ASH Pres.
ident Dick Robinson. The dinner
Is open to the public for one dollar. Tickets may be obtained at
Newman Hall, Studert Christian
Center and Spartan Y.
This year’s theme is "A Growieg Faith for a Shrinking Universe." Purpose of the program
is to help students gain a greater
creeds
sennddetrshetactidreedsing of their
owneirf
ilowstu- Pm.
f
WEDNESDAY
dents.
Arnold Air Society,
Florence Bianco is chairman for
E118, 7:30 p.m.
the week.

Roos/Atkins

First at Santa Clara
meeting. i
4t
::VM6:*:%:*eiRtZStiv.:4
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- Today’s Wisdom

ve Daily Comment

Moderation 5hould be
practiced in everything, including moderation."
-Spartaguoto by
by Corky Dannenbrink

Editorial

’Big Name’ Entertainment
Well, we see where Sr’ Jose State finally is going to have some
"big name- entertainment.
The announcement of George Shearing’s appearance here March
4 (see Page 1) represents another major step forward for the college.
Congratulations to everyone concerned, including Doug Dennis, ASB entertainment chairman; Larry Genzel, social affairs chairman; Dick Robinson, ASB president, and the administration.
Good professional entertainment is one thing this campus has
been lacking noticeably for a long time. It’s been nearly two years
since the last "big time" show hit SJS.
Top entertainment, such as is provided by Shearing, Brubeck,
Kingston Trio, Four Freshmen and a score of others, has been commonplace at Chico State, Pomona -Claremont, Oregon State, Santa
Barbara, UCLA, USC, Cal, COP, Arizona State and Cal Poly, to
name a few schools.
Big time shows are a natural here. Booking agents are "crying
to get on this 14,000 -student campus," Dennis claims. They recognize the SJS entertainment market.
The advantage also works both ways. Where can one enjoy
two hours of live Shearing mastery for $1.25?
Dennis isn’t planning to stop with the Shearing show. He’s already scheduling a May booking a "Back to School Jazz Concert"
in September, and three or four other shows next year. But these
plans all hinge on this first program.
The administration and student officers are behind the "big time
entertainment" movement.
Now, as Dennis says, "All we need are paying customers. --GCS.

’You’ll Never Print This’
*

A Familiar Phrase

"You’ll never print this."
A very familiar phrase. Since
Eric Nord used these words in
Lyice magazine, Thrust and Parry
writers have been freely using the
phrase like so much leakage from
their pens.
Apparently to get something
printed all you have to do is
use the magic words. "You’ll
Fountain: Breakfast, Lunch
Dinner

Callaway’s..Crystal
Creamery
7th & E SANTA CLARA

KBM
RENT A TYPEWRITER
Special Student Rafe
3 MONTHS $15
KENNEDY BUSINESS MACHINES
III E. San Fernando CY 2-27501

*

never print this." The whole
idea behind the letter does not
hay e to he anthlng against
anyone or the Spartan Daily.
It could be that the letter writer wore dirty socks that he hadn t
washed for the past two weeks.
He may complain that nobody
, mentioned the odor or something
to that effect. Yet he starts out,
"You’ll never print this."
Thus. Mr. T8rP believes himself
to be assured of getting his article
printed - so he thinks. Reverse
psychology being used to coerce
the editor to print the letter.
In nine eases out of ten it
would he very stimulating for
the editor to say,
"You are
right, well never print it.
It seems everybody has some
dark, hidden secret that no one
t knows about and should be printed, but -You never will And as
the stack of copy slowly rises to
the ceiling, each letter starting
"You’ll never print this," broad
smiles could split our faces to the
ears.
By the way, Mr. Editor, I don’t
believe you:II ever print this.
FAIRGROUNDS

FAIRWAYS

Golf Driving Range
SPECIAL STUDENT RATE
35it bucket with ASB Card

S 10fh & Tully Road
MAY AMALGAM,

SOT

flPellti.

Because 1 buy all
the gifts and cards
CONSU LT

I send you from

Dr. Harold Haskell
Optometrist
Complete eye el,ernineCons
and optical service.
Latest styled glasses
arid optical prescriptions filled
No Appointment Necessary
Easiest Credit Terms
CY 7-1880
100 So. 1st St.

THE BETA KAPPA
"The Store with the
College Education"
277 E. San Fernando Street

ERWIN CLEANERS
"Quality Work at NO Increase in Price"
Sweaters Cleaned and Blocked
Beautifully
I -hr. Service at no Extra Charge
20% Discount
with ASB Card

424 E. Santa Clara

Box Office Opens Today
1-5

p.m.

For

THE THIEVES’ CARNIVAL
a gay, satirical, fantastic comedy
by Jean Anouilh
Production Dates: December 5, and 6, 10 through 13
Admission 50c SJSC Students

- $100 Genera!

,
Beatster Philosophy Proves
Itself Mere Rationalization
iEddor’s note. This eoncluelt the series
on -11istnikism- aad ’heir North Beech
philosophis by Dr. Arturo B. Fallico,
professor of philosophy. A FIlicoflaifst..
stem discussion on campus may tel.
place after Thanksgiving.)
Capitulation to Nihilism.
or
Revolt Without Guts
by Dr. Arturo B. Fallico
professor of philosophy

.

Ed note: Due to obvious misunderstanding on the part of some;
students this paper will again explain the function and restrictions
of Thrust and Parry letters.
This paper, nor any paper, is ’
obligated to publish the comments
of its readers. The Spartan Daily
prints these letters as a service because it realizes that many of the
remarks are helpful and meaningful and that the student interest
in those letters is high. But because the paper receives 90 many
letters, the feature editors are
forced to select certain letters to
run. The responsibility of the paper then, is to be fair in the selection letters. In being fair (and
this is important) this paper has
never selected or eliminated letters because of the ideas or beliefs represented.
11 Letters are limited to 300
words or less.
21 All must include ASB number and SIGNATURE.
31 Attacks on individuals will
not be published.
41 Letters must be LEGIBLE,
preferably typewritten.
51 All letters must be in good
taste.
61 Writers’ names will be published whenever personal references are made.
(Will Richard Webster and Rene
Marfull please come to the Daily
Office. Your letters must be cut
to 300 words for publication. The
letter from K. R. Alford must be
signed before it is printed.)

He’s Enlightened
Dear Thrust and Parry:
I heard a pip of a book review
Wednesday.
For 50 minutes I was enthralled, provoked and informed
by Professor William H. Poytress synopth analysis of John
K. lialbraith’s best selling book.
"The Affluent Society."
It speaks volumes for Professor
Poyiress’ self-abnegating intellectual detachment that he gave his
audience Galbraith, the author -not Poytress, expert on the same
subject. Here was an objective
honesty and benevolence not often found in such a circumstance.
I left this "book talk" session
enlightened, entertained and pleased that I had taken time out of a
busy schedule to attend it.
Glen Wright --ASB 10938

about the Russian Club, the International Relations t hat nor
do I has,. a friend on the Spartan Daily staff: otherwise. I
might feel just as strongly about
communist influence as does
ASH 3930.
From what I hae seen in my
past two years at San Jose State.
however, I would haxe to agree
that there is without a doubt
group of students on campus who
are promoting the communist
cause whether they realize it or
not.
This Is the group which sponsored the petition calling for an
end to our nuclear testing last
summer on the grounds that the
Russians had sincerely quit their
own testing. This is the group that
would have us recognize the Communist Chinese regime which has
since its bloody beginning committed acts of aggression, murder,
and enslavement of millions.
Under courageous leadership
during the past two years, we
have seen the communist bluff
repeatedly called in the UN regarding diaarmarnent proposals
and in such places as Lebanon
and Formosa regarding outright
aggression. Illstory has ’lea rly
demonstrated that communism
is a menace to free men eerywhere, and that to relax against
this menace is to invite the destruction of democracy.
It never ceases to amaze me
tiat this leftist influence on our
campus goes almost completely
unchallenged by our campus newspaper.
Charles F7.. Wilkenson
ASB 8822
"As you are, so you paint," said
Vincent van Gogh, who died, a
suicide, in 1890 at the age of 37.
Only one of his 1000 paintings sold
during his lifetime.

He’s Sorry
Dear Thrust and Parry:
Not admitting pro or con to
either side. I am sorry the intellectual debate of chrome society
versus beatnik society did not occur. As unhappy as we all feel, we
must not unfairly criticize the administration, Respect, tradition,
land prudence are part of an administrator’s job.
It is unfortunate that the
Ideals of many people are not
compatible with practical real
life. This is one place in which
our chrome society and its educational system needs some revision. We are preached to,
pleaded to, and required to conform to certain social patterns
that e en our mentors do not
entirely comprehend or practice.
It is rather odd that Mr. Nord
was refused admittance to this
campus I remember only last semester when a pure, wholesome
persons by the name of Billy Graham was refused admittance to
this college. It was stated that because he represented a specific
faith he could not be allowed at
this school.
How, then, did he get on ram pus at San Francisco State College? Why, then, In slew of
no religious partiality policy did
officials allow a specific religion
to place Its propaganda in a pipet-lel wall box in the Student Union?
I ask very little. Let us see life;
let us be practical; let us learn by
some other means than watered.
down life. Where are we to learn
the purr truth and the good if not
from our fellow human beings?
James M. Sent( -ASB 13945

-Who Me?
Dear Thrust and Parry:
It was heartening for me to
’ read the letter from ASH 5950 in
the Thrust and Parry column.
Unfortunately, I know Unkirap

Any serious students of our civilization can trace the appearance
of this monster nihilism in our
midst and name the great men
who first sounded the warnings
and who spent their lives in courageolis revolt against the threat.
The basic problem of existentialist ethics is just this: how may
nihilism be met and overcome?
Th Europe, this is at the avantgarde of philosophical, literary
and artistic concern, and has been
so for a long time. Kierkegaard,
Nietzsche, Marx, Hiedegger, Jaspers, Sartre. Marcel, Camus, Abbagnano and countless others have
wrestled with this problem.
The most important contributions to literature and to art in
the last 50 years reflect this kind
of concern. The real threat to our
civilization is not Khrtishchev, but
the collapse of the whole value
structure by which individual men
try to live.
Existentialism was from the
start and still is a virile and determined revolt against creeping
nihilism. It came into being specifically to combat the enemy and
not to embrace it as the Beatniks
have done.
Existentialists are in earnest
they don’t
about their revolt
just play at it.
Concurrent with their "fed-upness" they have a program of positive values to mobilize again.t
threatening spiritual death. Those
philosophically and artistically inclined called for a "revolution of
all values" and, acceptable or not,.
they did propose new values or
revisions of the old.
Those practically inclined were:
the mainspring of revolutions
which, good or had, at least gave,
evidence that the human spirit
still was alive and kicking. Thousands died on battlefields in at-

testation of their disgust for insincere and hypocritical values.
They never pulled out in the convenient moment to savr their
skins. I can’t imagine a Sartre or
a Camus shaving off his beard for
the benefit of the jssry, as apparently, Mr. Nord declared he has
done.
The threat of nihilism in our
society does not seem to worry the
Beatniks. Their very sense of nihilism comes to them without reflection or inconsistency and maleducated if at all I, I would venture to say that none of them
could even remotely imagine the
full sense of that despair and anguish of which serious existentialists speak.
"Nothingness" seems to be for
them a word which sounds good
over a cup of cheap port. Christ,
coca -cola, fleas, Zen pnd "cool"
sex are all on the same plane of
values. They behave like things
pushed around by their environment rather than like agents who
exercise their free choice to react
to it.
The Beatnik manner of seeing
and finding a crumb of meaning
for their existence is pathetic,
miserable,
unsrxintaneous.
The

very Zen which some of them
mouth would, if they could understand it, teach them that the laborious and artificial set-up which
they institute to trap a moment of
spontaneity defeats its own purpose.
Those among them who escape
Into hedonistic pursuits betray the
phony character of their search
foi pleasure by the fact of their
promiscuity. One cannot be sincere about pleasure and dilute it
indescriminately in the very quest
for it. The "ascetics" in the inner
group of the Beatniks turn out,
under closer scrutiny, to be effemMates, impotents or professional
seducers of unsuspecting young
girls.
It seems very strange to me
that, in the most optimistic and
youthful culture which is America’s, the very first appearance of
the threat of nihilism should level
so many of our young people without even a fight.

COP tier

HOLLYWOOD
STUDIO

Peagilifut

Special Rates to Sororities
and Fraternities

gfoo ers
ir
BAKMAS
Of Course!

Proofs shown on all placement
and graduation photos. Your
selection is Retouched.
41 North First Street
San Jose, California
CY 2-8960

BAKMAS Fstv:r
CY 2-0642’ ’0th & Santa Clara

Lambs Wool Cardigans
100% Lambs Wool
..hr>t the thing for these chilly $IZ95
mornings. All sizes, in red & grey. 40
Open Mon. and
Thurs. till 9 p
Student Accts.
Inv ited
119 South First Street

BOOK SALE!
New Books For Your Library or Christmas Gifts
ORIGINALLY PRICED UP TO $30.00

REDUCED TO 1.00 AND UP
To List Only A Few Of These

EXCEPTIONAL BARGAINS
Buchner: Musical Intruments Thru the Ages

$30.00

$12.95

27.50

12.95

Mander: Logic for the Millions

3.00

1.49

Runes: Treasury of Philosophy

15.00

5.95

Phillips: Great American Short Novels

5.00

3.49

Lorand: Yrbks of Psychoanlalysis-Vols. II -III -IV

7.50

1.98

12.50

5.88

Newmark: Dictionary of Spanish Literature

7.50

2.98

Smythe: Lessons of History

6.00

3.98

Shipley: Dictionary of World Literature

7.50

2.98

Lazarus: American Business Dictionary
Bridges -Adams: The Irresistible Theatre

7.50

2.98

6.00

2.98

27.50

9.95

10.00

4.98

Forman: Exotic Art

Beebe: The American West

Forman: Prehistoric Art
Encyclopedia of the Arts

CALIFORNIA BOOK CO.
JUST ACROSS FOURTH FROM STUDENT UNION

7 4-

SS Drops Pass Title in Loss
By LOU LUCIA
; to the Spartan goal line in the third quarter. Bob Haiden, who was
Using an iron solid defense and leak through offense the Iowa tougher to pull down than a broken window shade, crashed over from
State Cyclones sgueegie mopped the Spartan eleven. 9.6, at Spartan the one. Cliff Rick’s point after try was tipped by Chuck Yeyna k.!
Stadium Friday night.
managed to keep perfect flight over the goal post.
The explosive passing of Emmett Lee and Mike Jones was held
The lama State offense.eontinued to ram the Line for just
in abeyance by a four -four -three -two defense which allowed the Spar enough
yardage to make first downs throughout the rest of
fans a mere 62 yards gained passing. The shallow total may have
the game.
dropped the locals from even a fifth place national rating.
Seareit) of passing yardage came from the Iowa State possessive
On a third and 25 situation from the five yard line. Mike Jones
running game, few penalties and Spartan running game which was heaved a 50 yards plus pass to Yeyna that was within finger -nail
meant to tighten up the cyclone line.
length of being completed. Yeyna had merged behind two defenders
SPARTANS ZIP BUT NIPPED
and if he caught the pass would have given the Spartans a possible TD.
Zipping 66 yards after the kick-off, the Spartan running attack
On the next play with :28 left, Jones was tackled by Jerry Donlost paydirt possibilities when Sam Dawson fumbled on the one yard I
ohue
in the end zone.
line. Iowa State’s Charlie Martin recovered in the end zone.
NORTON
GETS OVATION
San Jose scored with 8:50 left in the half, taking the ball on
Dawson and Norton, running inside and outside respectively.
the 16 and trudging 84 yards in 12 plays for the tally. Lee’s
gained most of the Spartans’ 148 net yards rushing. Norton had a 6.2
passe% to Al Conley and Dan Colchleo along with the spindly
legged running of "Rapid" Ray Norton and smashes of Dawaverage and Dawson a 3.9. When Norton was injured with 11:19 reeon accounted for the six points.
maining, he received a standing ovation front the 11,(56’) spectators.
Dawson leaped over the Iowa State line from one yard out for
the TD. Norton fumbled the ball on an attempted run for the conversion and was smothered by the invaders’ line charge.
BALL CONTROL DOES IT
It took the Cyclones 8:05 of ball control to march from their 32

Turkey Tote Sheet
I’. Odds RUNNER
1-1
Bill Morgan

HANDICAP
REMARKS
none Workouts label this one as people’s choice.
2-1
Don Kelly
10 yds. This filly likes to ramble.
5-2
Sam Holt
75 yds. Strictly the one to beat.
’7-2
Wes Bond
100 yds. Old boy still can ramble.
7-2
Frank Wulftange 125 yds,. Good in stretch but needs rest.
5-1
Jerry Howell
150 yds. Quite deceptiveruns like boxer.
5-1
Tom Broome
155 yds. Sweetie many events.
6-1
Bill DAM
160 yds. Fresh from Bay Meadows
10-1
Ted Ragsdale
180 yds. "Billy Goat" scents Turkey.
10-1
Ralph Dykes
190 yds. Run with blinkers.
15-1
Carl Maloney
200 yds. 600 yds. would suit here.
20-1
Myron Zinunerm’n 225 yds. Save your money, better odds at
Tahoe.
25-1
Don Masser
2251’, yds. No relation to NasserSmokes
Camels.
23-1
Herb Blanchard
250 yds. If rest fall -ter could pull big
upset.
40-1
I.. D. Bennett
275 yds. Red Cross refugee.
80-1
Bob Poynter
(stadium) Good duck hunter
All notices will start at Seventh and San Carlos which is approximately 300 yards ahead of the truck runners.

European Soccer
Pushes Football?
By HARVEY JOHNSON
(This is the first of two art)cles to riapear on this page concerning soccer on the American
sports scene.)
To an
average American
sports fan, soccer carries as
much appeal to "Joe Fan" as
a proposed rocket trip to the
moon. Attendance at the &IS
soccer game this past season
definitely left somethiing to be
desired.
But these same fans will not
think twice about sitting in freezing weather at a football game
with their thermos bottle. That is
the popular excuse to ward off the
cold chills that haunt the body
during the game.
Soccer has yet to become established on the campuses of nearly
every college in the United
States with the possible exception of the Ivy League, where the
game flourishes with the enthusiasm of a football game.
MOST POPULAR
Yet soccer is classified as the
most popular sport in the world.
It has become the national sport
in 52 countries. Leading countries
with soccer as their national pastime arc England. Italy, Brazil,
Sweden, Russia and many of the
South American countries.
Crowds for these games are no
problem. The largest soccer stadium in the world Is at Rio de
Janeiro where the seating capacity is 150,000. T.:is would even
put the Coliseum in Los Angeles
to shame.
Soccer is the only sport where
the International champion is
declared. The last playoff took
two years to he played off. The
World Cup championships were
held In Sweden with Brazil being declared the tInal winner.
Interesting sidelights, which are
Indicative of the intense enthusiasm displayed by these avid fans.
have proven to be humorous and
yet some very drastic in nature.
In 1951 during the World Cup
playoffs, being held at Rio de
Janeiro, one of the game officials
was killed by the crowd because
they disputed a call made by him
during the game. Following the
playoff the soccer officials required all soccer stadiums to have
a nine foot moat filled with water
seperating the fans from the field
In the same tourney the United
States soccer team produced one
of the most surprising upsets in
the history of the game. The
Amerks defeated a highly toted
team from England. The win
marked the first time an Amen -

Bob Fontaine, chief baseball
scout on the Pacific Coast for the
Pittsburgh Pirates. will be guest
speaker at the weekly baseball
meeting held in MG201 at 3.30
p.m. today,
Fontaine played in the Brooklyn
organization prior to his arPointment as scout.

hode SLATE
SPARTAN DRIVE-IN
Fan
"ONION HEAD’
Stn.,.

IT ()WM If

elf.’7-10
0
ABSORBING DRAMA OF
SIN AND RETRIOUTION!"-c..

"THE WHOLE TRUTH"

DEMOS

MAYFAIR
25TH AND SANTA CLARA

; . us
"THE THIRD MAN"

"White Wilderness"

Ch"\V

’Harry Black and the liger’

CV.4 -5544

EL RANCHO DRIVE-IN
"The Berbetiee sod the *ebbe"
PLA welt Disney’s
"WNITI mowing"
Tru Lite Adventure

Flap-Back French Flannel Slacks

ANZA SINGS At.A1N

MARIO LAN2A

Seven Hills of Rome
PLUS

’SERENADr

Natural Shosoldor Troustirs.
and Welkin/ Shorts

AUTOMATIC WASH ’n WEAR SLACKS
70% Orlon, 30

Worsted

CHARCOAL, BROWN

&mar

The ALL -NEW

can team had defeated the English.
NATIONAL SORROW
The English took the defeat so
much to heart that the following
day a black banner was draped
around the London Times building.
During the regular session of
the Cabinet a member of parliament requested a moment of silence. Another MP expressed his
regret on the game as, "The darkest day in England since the fall
of Dunkirk."
Italy possibly suffered the
greatest blow to any team in
1950 when an airplane carrying
the entire soccer squad to the
World Cup playoffs crashed and
killed all passengers.
Soccer players in foreign countries are lionized in the slime manner as the American baseball or
football hero. South American
players have been taken into the
hearts of the people in those
countries, Song writers have been
known to compose songs about
famous Latin American players.
Players have been known to receive up to $100,000 for their
services as players. The nominal
salary ranges from $15.000-$20,000.
(To be continued tomorrow)

To Speak Today

A champion in both the IFC and Independent Leagues will be
crowned this week. There are two games remaining on the schedule.
The Greek race is still undecided as both Delta Upsilon and
Theta Chi remained deadlocked with Alpha Tau Omega, one point
off the pace.
In the Independent League chase, The Group and PiKA Alums
are still in a first place tie and something should give after the titans
pla2. on Mondav and WednesdaN

Falcons, Rams Vie
In AFROTC Title
Game Next Week

TV

SPARTAN DAILY-3
Monday. Nmembes 24. 1958

Two Games To Play
In Intramural Windup

The Yanagans and the Loose
Ends are still in the thick of the
race just one-half point off the
pace.
FRATERNITIES
W L I Ns,
9 I 0 9
11011 Lips;lon
Tho Chi
9 2 0 9
Alpha Tu 0
8 2 OS
Kappa Alpha
7 2 t7)/1
Delta Sigm P.
6 4 0 6
Theta X;
5 5 0 5
Sigma Alpha Epsilon
5 6 0 5
4 5 i
Sissm Chi
Sigma Phi Epsilon
3 5 2 4
Lambda Ch; Alpha
3 7 0 3
Phi Sigma Kappa
2 13 0 2
The Spartans had only .51 plays from scrimmage while the
Sigma’ Na
0 10 0 0
INDEPENDENTS
Iowans had 71. Bright spots for the losers was the kicking of
The
9 0 2 10
Grout,
42.3
average;
the
Kent (The Rocket). Roekholt who aided in
PiKA Alums .
10 I 0 10
line play of Harrah and Ken McNees.’; and running of NorYan;gans
9 t t
ton and Dawson.
Loose Ends
8 I I 81/2
Kirby’s
Killers
7 3 0 7
Dwight (Big Wind) Nichols gained 111 yards rushing but did Th Zoo
7 4 0 7
not impress as much as Harden. Without Harden and 60 minute center Good Brothers
6 3 1 Oil
4 7 0 4
Arden Esslineer the Iowans would have been a breeze instead of a Newman Knights
1141Er Nall
3 7 I 31/2
Cyclone.
ROTC
3 a 0 3
567 Lodge
2 8 0 2
Outcsh
2 8 0 2
Ground Gainers
0 10 0 0
Spartan Seven
0 II 0 0

With two games left to play the
Falcons and Rams are battling
down to the wire for the AFROTC
title.
The Falcons have a 2-0 record
and the Rams 2-1. In third place
are the Shysters with 0-3. Tomorrow the Falcons and Shysters will
play and on Dec. 2 the Falcons
and Rams will meet in what will
not doubt be the deciding first
place tussle.
Previous game scores show the
Rams have twice beaten the
Shysters by the identical score of
6-0 and the Falcons have whipped
the Shysters 26-0 and the Rams
16-6.
Winner of the AFROTC league
will play the champion of the independent league when these two
loops conclude play.

7 7 NWT’s-.

15.95
(incl. alterations)
SUPPLY AND
POWER TOOL MART

TAILORT BY

1401 W. SAN CARLOS
Across Frera Seers

THE RIVERSIDE
GOLF CLUB

DAY’S

STUDENT GOLF SPECIAL
Daily Rates
$1.50 per day, Mon.. Fri.
Monthly Rates
$8.50 Mon.. Fri.

LAST 3

DAYS

FRED BETHEL, Club Pro

CY 4-1088
Just

miles So. of Coyote
120 ,n. fro, S J

2’u

CLEARANCE SALE

FILL UP YOUR TANK WITH

SUPER SHELL

SUBSTANTIAL SAVINGS

Join the "Bug a Month"
Club. Get free tickets at.

ROSENQUIST and KING
Shell Service, 11th & Santa Clara
COMPLETE AUTO SERVICE

SPORT COATS from 24.50
’

WASH PANTS from 3.25
SPORT SHIRTS from2.95
SWEATERS from 5.00
CAR

COATS from 9.95

DRY CLEANING
The Nationally Advertised Sanitone Process
QUICK
THOROUGH
CONVENIENT

Special PANTS
IN BY 9

55c

OUT AT 5

SHANK’S
DRY CLEANERS & SHIRT LAUNDRY
Second Si San Carlos

CYpress 3-3701

mosher’s for men
San Jose State’s Traditional Shop
50 SOUTH 4th STREET

Af.Inclay, November N. VAR

11--9119 tItT l‘4 T1 %TT T

Greek Week
Sparkle
Sorority Sisters
To Receive
Socially; Parties Planned
Coed Touch

Colleen Jacobs. Julie Kirby, Carol
ALPHA CHI OMEGA
Dancing to the music of Walt Logsdon. Helen Luff, Jane SumTolleson’s band was enjoyed by , mers. Anne Sylvester and Nancy
A Chi Os and their dates Satur- Walsh.
day night at their annual pledge’ DELTA ZETA
dance. held in the Phoenix Room
An exchange with Theta XI
of the Mart Club, San Francisco. fraternity a as held by the
Plans are formulated for a roller . %semen or DZ Friday. DZ Marskating exchange with the brothers, gle NIckson took second place ,
of Phi Sigma Kappa. scheduled honors in a recent speech confur tomorrow. An exchange with! test at Frrial0 State College
the brothers of Alpha Tau Omega for a speech on "The American
was held Nov. 11 and Nov. 12. an Foreign Policy." Susan (’loss
exchange was held with Delta nos pledged to Delta Zeta,
Upsilon. Recently announced as
GAMMA PHI BETA
being outstanding in activities
McPhail was selected
Judy
was Alice Collins. while Gail Zur-1
:pledge of the week for the week
ier was chosen outstanding in
. of October 10. Women of Gamma
scholarship. Initiated recent IN
Phi and brothers of Sigma Chi
were Jan Archer. Zishia Baron.
held an exchange Wednesday
Mora Jacott, Carroll Stowell. Kay
afternoon. Founder’s Day was
ColMiss
Birnbaum,
Judy
Mack.
celebrate Wednesday. Nov. 12.
Zurier.
lins and Miss
KAPPA ALPHA THETA
ALPHA PHI
Judy Keeek senior bacteriImpromptu entertainment was
ology
major, recently was
supplied at Camp Campbell in the
assented the Theta medal for
Santa Cruz Mountains Monday
consistent outstanding scholarnight, Nov. 10. when Aloha Plii
ship. (A four point for three
a
n
d
actives
captured
pledges
consecutive semesters). Receiv:
Homecoming
took their sneak.
ing a pin for greatest scholastic
Queen Judy Allen was entertained:
improvement NSA lilie NleColby the Women of Alpha Phi
lister. An exchange between
Wednesday evening at dinner
Theta pledges and Delta UpNov. 11, Alpha Phi housemother
silon pledges V1114 held VetMrs. Roth Laidlaw. was entereran’s Day.
tained by the pledge class at
Mariannies Restaurant. Other ac- KAPPA DELTA
tivities of the group have included
’Women of KD were served &nit dinner for Dr. Elizabeth A. ner of the same calibr
caliber as their
Greenleaf. associate dean of stu-: grade points Wednesday evening
inter, associate Pro- at the Scholarship Banquet at
dents: Bud
fessor of physical education; and Havenlv Foods. Recently! pledged
Charles Stevens. assistant profes- were Joan Fuller, Julianne Freisor of physics on Wednesday , tag. Helen Haim and Linda Milnight, Nov. 5; big-little sister ’ ler,
party Tuesday night. Nov. 4; reKAPPA KAPPA GAMMA
treat at Asilimar Nov. 7 and 8.,
The Peninsula Golf and
Thursday.’
and scholarship dinner
Country Club was the site FriNov. 13.
day night for the annual Kappa
CHI OMEGA
pledge danee. The sisters held
Recently elected officsrs of
an exchange with the brothers
the Chi 0 pledge class are Joan
of Delta Sigma Phi Thursday.
Preston, president; Judy Corey,
Sue Brueckner receis est the
vier. president; Patsy Ross.
award for best scholarship imsecretary ; Judi Coger. treasurer;
provement Monday esening at
Margie Silva, activities; and
the Scholarship Dinner. Sharon
Linda Dodds, Panhellenic repBerry, Sharon Sullivan. Elaine
resentative.
Ratio, Alice Sands and Sue
Strahl uere announced as havDELTA GAMMA
ing the highest grade point
DG pledge class officers are
averages. Recently pledged vtere
Lolly
president:
Neikirk,
Sally
Pat Dixon, Bonnie Frazier and
Fasani. vice president; Linda Jan-,
Anne Geraghty.
nes’. secretary; Lynne Fredrick-,
son, treasurer: Nancy Maness.’ PHI Mt
Junior Panhellenic representative:
Nov. 10, Phi Mu chapter meetand Roxanne Marshall, social ing was disturbed when the
chairman. Recent initiates are pledges captured actives and took
:them to Rio Del Mar near Santa
Cruz on the sneak. Fifteen girls
from the Fresno State College
, chapter of Phi Mu spent the
Let
CLEANING
weekend of Nov. 15-1.6 with the
REPAIRING
Manuel
local chapter to attend the homeDo It
RECORING
coming game. Mothers’ Clua held
Sell So. First St.
CY 3-5708
a parent’s pot luck Nov. 9. bringing together many of the pledges’
parents for the first time.

S. J. Radiator Service

A & M Auto Repair

general auto repair
SPECIALITY
Hydramatic
Powerglide
student rates
456 E. Son Salvador CY 2-4247

Sahara Oil Co.
BEST GAS PRICES
IN SAN JOSE
AT
SECOND & WILLIAM

SIGMA KAPPA
The morning of Nov. 15, Sigma
Kappa pledges invaded the sorority house and captured the
actives. taking them to Ye Olde
Fun Farm for breakfast, games
and
impromptu entertainment.
Advisory board members and
their husbands were honored at
dinner at the Sigma Kappa house
Wednesday evening, along with
Mrs. Betty Douglas, national inspector.

Fun Functions. Dances Dominate

DELTA Sli.vl s 1’111
;
Delta Seee,, : .: brothers and’
Kappa Kappa tiamma
sisters held a dinner exchange
last Wednesday night at the Delta ,
Sig house. Brother John Herrgott
is now mapping plans for the an- !
nual Delta Sig sponsored Christmac Decoration Contest
DELTA UPSILON
Ye (tide Fun Farm wag the
setting Saturday evening when
the brother’s of Delta Upsilon
held a dance, S dinner at the
DI* house Was held before the
boosis State-5J14 football game
Friday.
KAPPA ALPHA
Representing the Confederacy at
the College of Pacific football
game Saturday. Nov. 8. the brothers of KA flew the colors of
"Dixie." Cbarteied buses transAlpha Eta Rho, international
ported the brothers to the game.
aviation fraternity held its initiation ceremony Friday in the LAMBDA CHI ALPHA
"Supressed Desire" was the
Aeronautics laboratory. Dinner at
theme of a Lambda Chi dance
Lou’s Village followed.
Saturday when the brothers and
Not restricted to aeronautics
their dates dressed in costumes
majors, Alpha Eta Rho is open
depicting their supressed desires.
to all students interested in any
Jerry Bonds, Keith Rockwell and
aspect of aviation - from stewardJohn Wilslef were the victims of
ship to mechanics.
a pledge sneak recently when they
were captured and taken to
m onterey.!Members added to the
e...imhda Chi pledize class last
%%eel< were Rod Masters and Mike
!Callahan.
Alpha Chi F:poilidi, meeting, to PI KAPPA ALPHA
morrow, TH17, 7:30 p.m.
Listed among recent activities
Christian Science Organization, of the PIRA’, are their recent
meeting, tomorrow College Chap- pledge dance at Ilasenly Foods,
el. 7:30 p.m.
an exchange ssIth the women
Collegiate Christian Fellowship. from Wendy -Glen followed by a
meeting. tonight, Student Union. fire truck ride. a pumpkin pass9
out with the ssiimen of Delta
Community Service Committee, Gamma and homecoming funcmeeting, today, Student Union. tions honoring their alumni and
dates. Ed Burton has.lveen elect1:30 p.m.
Dietetic Club, meeting. today. ed president of the 29 members
of the PULA pledge class.
H35, 4:30 p.m.

Linda Mahlstedt, 20 year out
junior, has been named chairman
for the 1958-59 Greek Week, according to Chuck Miller, InterFraternity Council president.
Miss Mahlstedt is the first womLast
an to hold this position.
year’s chairman was Bill Sturgeon.
An interview before the joint
Panhellenic-11c executive councils preceded her appointment.
The Greek Week chairman is
affiliated with Delta Gamma.

sorority

Aviation Fraternity
Initiates Members

Spartaguid

Freshman Class. meeting, tol
day. TH55, 3:30 p.m.
Freshman Class Executive
Council, meeting, today, Student
Union, 2:30 p.m.
Hetet. Thanksgiving dinner, tonight, Spartan Y, 6:30,
Junior Class, meeting, today.
S112, 3:30 p.m.
0. T. Club, meeting, today.
CH164, 7:30.
Senior Class, meeting, today.
TH155, 3:30 p.m.
Society for the Advancement of
Management, field trip, tomorrow
Continental Can Co., 6:30 p.m.
Sophomore Clams, meeting, to.
a.ay S210, 3,30 p.m.
Spartan Y. meeting.
today
Spartan Y, 4:20 p.m.
Spartan Y, Social Action Committee meeting, today, Spartan Y.
4:30 p.m.
Spartan Y, open house. Wednesday, Spartan Y. 7 p.m.
Spartan Y, Religion -in -Life banquet, Sunday, St. Paul’s Methodist
Church, 7 p.m.
Sports Car C In h, meeting.
Wednesday, 1185 Redoaks Dr., 7:30
p.m.
Student Affiliate of the A.merican Chemical Society, meeting.
tomorrow, S1G4, 1:30 p.m.

EUROPE

Dublin to the Iron Curtain: Africa
to Sweden. You’re accompanied
-not herded. College age only.
Also short trips.
EUROPE SUMMER TOURS
sIt, ill-Pasockw. Calif.
MS Se

Open at 4 P.M.
Pizza with a "Personality"
HOUSE OF PIZZA
395 Almaden Aye.. CY 74904
Near the Civic Auditorium

e, tines for the function were Rayand carted it back to 5.15.
l’Ill SIGMA KAPPA
mond Wilkerson. assistant proles"Sneak!" is the word active lowing the discovery of tie
members of l’hi Sig heard Satur- missing door by the (’al chap- stir of chemistry, and Robert
day toening. Nov, 15. following ter. a delegation value to 5.15 r Bryan, instructor t. f engineering.
the THETA XI
regain
again
homecoming celebrations when once
pledges captured 11 actives and "trophy?’
; A Grecian theme was used by
took them to Napa. The brothers THETA CHI
1Theta Xi pledges Saturday night
are busy planning an exchange
recently assumed for a costume dance Friday, the
Hill
Richard
with the women of Alpha Chi
the duties of Theta Chi president, ! brothers of Theta Xi and the
Omega set for tomorrow.
an office vacated by Tom MeClel’Iwomen of Delta Zeta held an exSIGMA CHI
tend. NHL who is also president of !change. Beginning activities for
A treasure hunt was the high- Spartan Shields, will serve the re-’ the annual Cinderella Ball, the
light of all exchange betutren the mainder of the semester. Theta ’ brothers went to sorority houses
brothers of Sigma (’hi anti the Chi Brotherhood Relief Committee, Wednesday and Thursday evenings
women of Lambda Chi Alpha under the coordination of Steve with a shoe that was tried on by
Wednesday. Saturday evening, Pavlovich, added $982 to the New representatives from each house,
the brothers held an after game House Fund. A barbecue exchange I thus determining which women
dance.
with the women of Delta Gamma would be candidates for CinderSIGMA NU
took place Wednesday at the !elle.
Dick Graham was recently Theta Chi house. Brothers of i
elected pledge class president. Theta Chi and their dates dined, Circulation of the Spartan Daily
along with Ernie Petrucci, vice and danced Friday evening at is the fourth largest in Santa
president;
Dick
Schenberger, Brookdale Lodge in the Santa .Clara County, ranking only behind
treasurer; and Eldon Fussel, sen- Cruz Mountains at the annual ,the San Jose Mercury, San Jose
tinel. Sigma Nu and the women Dream Girl dinner-dance. Chap- News and the Palo Alto Times.
of Kappa Alpha Theta held their
annual luau at the Theta house
recently. Both pledge classes provided the entertainment.
SIGMA PHI EPSILON
University of California chapter. of Sig Ep was surprised one
morning recently uhen they
woke to find their red front door
missing. Pledges of the local
chapter. et:revising a national
Sig Ep tradition. had arrived
at the (’al chapter house early
one morning, removed the door

The secret of a radically NEW pen!
SCRAPE NO FATIGUE
NO SKIP NO
the point

is
Waterman’s Secret
Costly man-made
jewel!
itself ...a
ink best, never
Sapphire carries
ball points. 40.11111.1e
other
like
runs dry

20% OFF

198

ON SHOE REPAIRS
Dress up your shoes for th coming
holiday activities. 20% off on all repairs with student or faculty ID...
good for the whole family too. Shoes
in by noon out the following day.

LIONS Shoe Repair

Waterman’s new JEWEL

roan

SPARTAN BOOKSTORE
Right On Campus

480 E. Santa Clara
Open 7:30 til 6-Mon. flow Sat.

NEW CAREERS FOR
MEN OF AMERICA:

HESTEDHE

CIVIL ENGINEER
Building boom coming from
coast to coast Needed
by 1970: newly designed,
more efficient systems
of transportation to handle
tr

ee

4 million more vehicles.
Wanted: more civil engineers.

CHESTERFIELD KING keeps pace
wilt, Men of America wherever they
toad for the foture.

.SpattairT)ailti

CLASSIFIEDS
lin first insertion:
2.1c
20c a line succeeding insertions;
2 line minimum.
Call of Student Affairs Office,
It, Tower Hall. CY 4-6414,
Eat. 272
FOR RENT
Apt. to share $22 50 moo. 380 So 50, St
Veceriey, boys’ boarding and rooming
house. 28 S. 1201.
Large 2 bdrre turn. apt. 546 5. Sth.
CY 4.3810 et**, 5 P".
Attractive late apt., 4 students close
to co’!eas. $37.50 each. AX 6-3490.
Dge. furs. room near
iinser. CY 2.9184

I or 2

How, beautifully ham. I Del-rt.. opts 4
bibs to schoo Weer. obq garage.
W W comet 3 c’osets eje, 1,.chen
Sim mgr. 633 5 8th. Apt. I. CY 7-8591.
WANTED
to share apt. w.th 2 CY 7.3517.
after 5 p.m.

Entered as second class matter April 24
1934, at San Jew Calif., under th act
of March 3, 1879. Member California
Newspaper Publishers’ Association.
Male student
sl-ate a; 1,-tment
Published daily by Associated Student’
-0-e’s CY 2-7582.
of San Jose State Colleg, except Set
College men or women for unusual part urday and Sunday. during colleg var
- r
opportunity. CY 4.9638. wint one issue during each final worniWien period.
Intrested Ed. majors to help writs oriq. Subscriptions ccepted only on a ,P
.nel chkIren s lit. DA 3.2901.
nwainder-of-school year basis. In 4.1
mmester, $4: in spring semester. $2.
FOR SALE
CY 4.6414--Editorial Est. 210, Adv. 211
Press of Globe Printing Co.
Ford ’36 Corsi. V-11. Loaded. Sac $1300
EDITOR
JOHN SALAMIDA
364 N. 701 after 4 p ow. CY 2-4596.
Portable typewriter and Columbia HiF CoBusiness Managers:
Crwd CY 3.0908 eyes.
KEN LICHTENSTEIN.
IRENE YAMAMURA
Cabin trunk. Very strong. Like new. $25 DAY EDITOR
MYRNA TOUCHON
CY 4.2346.
NEWS EDITOR _ _GEORGE SKELTON
LOLA SHERMAN
COPY DESK
Remington Rand yore typewriter. Like
Ralph Chatoian
new. Used on y for private work $35 Sports Cold,fors
Lou Lucia
CY 4-2346.
Librarian
Gayle Montgomery
...
Hugh
McGraw
Feature
Co
-Editors
8.1.
5,
MG-TD ’53. Rairl. lest offer. 61.1
Barbara twin
Apt. 11 after 4
Editor
Socity
Aden., Phillips
F,n Arts Co -Editors
TRANSPORTATION
Phil Geiger
Estelle Cos
Girl wants ride S. L.A. clur;ng Thanks Wire Editor
Cathie Triton’s
gi.,ng. Share e.petses. Leave Wed "hose Editor
Mary Gosh
CY 2-4628 aftet 5 P.m.
Erchang Editor
Ray Heise,
Riders to San Bernardino, Leaving 5.J
p mo
Meri.al
Jc.hnson, 485 E. Reed
Sr.. CY 4-7315 aft 6 pm.

Wfilikly pert base $50 to $75. Co’lege Ride or riders to LA. Leave Si. 4 e.m.
men only. No emerience necessary. Vita On 27. Lye. L.A. Sun. eve. Dick Herb,
Craft Co. CY 7.6867. 102 p.m.
345 S. Pb AX 6.9914 after 1 p.m.
%sae, Rome. hem pipers typed. Pee.
LOST AND FOUND
seeable rotes. Dictation on phone, vriq
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&lire- CY 1.5981.
e. Co 355. JoAnne Johnson, CY 3-9892.
TYPIN4MI Studon.% same 20%. Former
Smisfoction Quer. CM! Immo wallet. un reword. Return to
James Scoo FM I 83211.
3.36111.
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Fountain Pero,
Watches, Clocks t!
ALL WORK GUARANTEED

"The Pen Man
85 E. San Fernando

Top length,Top Value,Top-Tobacco Filter Action ...
NOTHING SATISFIES LIKE

CHESTERFIELDAJNO
VIM

